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and processed by a 4DSOUND spatialisation engine (Budapest, 2018).

Fig. 3. Sensorial Memetism: 

creative research about VR 

and Processing texture map-

ping with weather assets 

using HTC Vive and Muse for 

EEG environmental affects 

(2017)
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Sound Art, Biofeedback and Sensing Virtual Reality
Pierre Jolivet
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composing music for a long time, has released a huge number of pieces & recordings and 
adopted a wide, ever-changing and evolving range of sub-genres. He found the roots of 
his early works in noise and industrial sounds, never leaving a certain inspiration in noise 
70"@30@",7=$A$B,C$D,1"7$1:!*$9,$?,:1#$0!$E12,$E!",$,FG,"%E,#07$C%09$7!@#<$:,#,"10!"7$
1#<$4,.<$",3!"<%#:7$!B$/1"%!@7$2%#<7$17$C,..$17$7,#7!"$0,39#!.!:D=$H%73!/,"%#:$09,$E1-
gic of abstract arrangements, self-generated processed art and electronic sound collages 
1.7!$.,<$9%E$0!$3!I!G,"10,$C%09$!09,"$1"0%707$7@39$17$J%,@0,#1#0$K1"1E,.*$L!F$+!G@.%M$!"$
Rapoon. He’s also a performer and presented his multimedia artwork in MACBA (Barce-
lona) or the Beirut Art Center (Lebanon).1

Fig. 2. Planetary Control Room: conceptual sketches by Jack Kirby created for the 
Lord of Light/Argo project for Heavy Metal magazine (1978).2

 !"#"$%#&'('()*+%"#*,"$+%-)%.+%")-"/0$+%(.+*-
tal (Electronic) Art, everything started way 
back in 2007 using Gypsy MIDI and Quartz 
Composer for an interactive project, coming 
from university research, in a performance 
called Stif(f)le (sound+video).3 Back then, the 
technology was rather antiquated (MIDI) and 

Open Sound Control (OSC)4 was not yet ma-
ture enough to achieve what can be achieve 
nowadays. Nonetheless, the arrival of on-the-
self hardware was reaching a critical point for 
an autonomous artist to work with technology 
without substantial investment or support from 
institutions. Also, system interoperability had 
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been crucial for any work dealing with bio-
feedback or environmental sensors and years 
)-" +0$+%(.+*'#'()*"1+%+" #2+#," (*" '2+"1)%34"
The conceptualisation was around the physi-
cal aspect of sound related to the human body 
and the immersive prospect to include space 
as a compositional factor. This was to become 
the very core of my doctoral research to de-
5+6)$" #" 7+0(86+" .+'2),)6)9:" ')" #66)1" 7;(,"
composition using all the technological tools 
currently at our disposal.

Sound Art has been on the rise since a few 
,+&#,+!"#*,"#'" '2+"&%)!!(*9"8+'1++*"/0$+%(-
mental Music and Conceptual Art. The scene 
involves a lot a do-it-yourself transforming the 
artist into a craftsman and creating unneces-
sary non-creative challenges. In the practice, 
<=5+"+0$+%(+*&+,">%!'?2#*,"'2+"&)*;*,%;.")-"
developing projects around what is available 
instead of adapting resources to the creative 
process. Evolution has been notable since the 
two pieces created for my Master of Fine Arts 
a few years ago (Palindrome in collaboration 
with Marco Gutierrez and Espace Altéré) with 
the departure from restrictive MIDI and the ar-
rival of platforms such as Arduino or Raspber-
ry Pi running Open Sound Control. Now, after 
this lengthy framing introduction, let’s talk in 
details about how my practice came into sen-
sorial perception. My work as an artist started 
(*" '2+" +#%6:" +(92'(+!@" (*" '2+" %+#6." )-" +0$+%(-
mental music and body art performance. My 
+#%6(+!'"(*7;+*&+!"8+(*9"#".(0';%+")-".;!(A;+"
concrète, power electronics, drone and ab-
stract repetitive ambient, it was only natural to 
be interested about the potentiality and rela-
tionship between the artist and his audiences.

 6!)@" +#%6:" !(0'(+!" #*," !+5+*'(+!" (**)5#')%!"
such as Nam June Paik using domestic TV ap-
pliances5, and David Rosenboom6 at the Aes-
thetic Research Centre of Canada helped me to 
perceive what could be done artistically using 
our technological environment and biofeed-
8#&3"!:!'+.!4"B2+".#(*"&2#66+*9+"1#!"')">*,"
!$#&+!")$+*"')"'+&2*)6)9(&#6"+0$+%(.+*'#'()*@"
especially in the domain of multichannel re-
production and concomitant sound spatialisa-
tion. It is relatively easy to adapt art spaces to 
!);*,"!$+&(>&#'()*"8;'".)!'".;!(&"5+*;+"1(66"

not provide above and beyond a stereophon-
(&"(.#9+4"C*+")-".:">%!'"6(5+"#&'()*@"The Last 
Morality (1984)7, uses the dis/connection be-
tween nature and our consumerist society with 
an infrasonic bound to antagonistically liaise 
the public with the concept by using a 3000W 
subwoofer system and a super 8mm loop of a 
cemetery in time lapse. A subsequent piece, 
entitled The Lost Judgement (1985)8 and sub-
titled “Technique of Mental Self-Destruction”, 
+0$#*,+," )*" '2+" !;8!)*(&" '2+.+" '2%);92" #"
one-to-one model making the listener facing 
2(.!+6-"(*"#*"+0(!'+*'(#6(!'"6(.8)4"

The nineties had been a decade of collabora-
'()*!"#*,"%+7+0()*@"$#%'6:"'2%);92".:";*(5+%-
!(':"(*5)65+.+*'4"<"1#!")*+")-"'2+">%!'@"(*"<%+-
land, to get Internet connected back in 1993. 
B2+"*+'1)%3"$%)5(,+,"#*"(*+02#;!'(86+"!);%&+"
of material for research and development. 
Consequently, progress quickly culminated 
in 2006-2007 as I started to consider a glob-
al Immersive Art. I had been teased with the 
idea of VR since the early nineties, at the time 
in a very theoretical perspective. The doctoral 
%+!+#%&2" 8%);92'"DE" 8#&3" (*')" '2+" 6(.+6(92'F"
#'"6)*9"6#!'"'2+"'+&2*)6)9:"#*,"+0$+%'(!+"1#!"
there to do the work necessary for creative en-
deavour. As primarily a sound artist, having at 
my disposal material for visual abstraction is 
a fantastic opportunity to completely merge 
audition and vision. I immediately thought of 
the pop culture of my childhood, with graphic 
artists such as Steve Ditko or Jack Kirby (Fig.2), 
in creating non-euclidean universe and phan-
tasmagoric worlds. 
The VR industry seems to be concentrated on 
games or educational aspects leaving pure ar-
tistic works trailing behind. Time is now right 
*)'")*6:"')"+0$6)%+"DE"8;'"')"(*'+9%#'+"#".)%+"
global perspective using sensors and biofeed-
back. Open source plays a large part in the 
integration of technologies that are not obvi-
ously connectable. Processing, originally de-
veloped at MIT, and protocols such as Syphon 
or Spout are inherent to self-generative art 
and intercommunication processes beside the 
ubiquitous OSC. Amazingly, the sound part 
still seems to be in the hand of commercial en-
'('(+!G" 86+')*@"H#'(5+" <*!'%;.+*'!@"I#0JIKL@"
just to name a few. I’m stating this fact as Pure 
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Data or SuperCollider are mostly restricted to 
$;%+" #&#,+.(#" )%" +0'%+.+6:" '+&2*(&#66:" )%(-
ented creatives.
Self-generative art or what I often described as 
a medium between the artist and the machine 
is provided by the inclusion of not only the 
compositional canvas but also by the sensors 
and/or biofeedback — this is where analog 
M7+!2N".++'!",(9('#6"M&(%&;('%:N4" !"#"$+%-)%.+%@"
I foresee that the public will even be includ-
ed into the process of creating a biofeedback 
clustering. Interestingly, during my last ques-
tions and answers post-performances sessions, 
while I left the system running and turned the 
sound down, the audience indirectly became 
a soundscape modulation. Mémétique Élu-
cubrations (Fig. 1), my current work, is now 
through a second iteration involving sound, 
biofeedback and light.9"B2+" >%!'" 5+%!()*"1#!"
based on environmental feedback and Pro-
cessing based on visuals and the third will, I 
hope soon, includes VR.
The VR orientation in my sound art research 
represents the blur between the real world and 
#*"+0'+*!()*")-");%"!+*!+!@"'2+"(*5+!'(9#'()*")-"
#*"+0$+%(.+*'#6" %+#6."&)*!(,+%(*9" '2+"O)&#6"
Area Network/Wide Area Network as a neu-
ronal network somehow improving our  brain 
and creative faculties. Many perceptions and 
environments are at play going from musical 
&).$)!('()*" ')" +5)6;'(5+" '+0';%+" .#$$(*9"
and even weather conditions such as rain and 
wind. The multichannel studio space provides 
a sense of real sonic depth and physical pres-
+*&+" (*" &).$#%(!)*" ')" '2+" #%'(>&(#6" #%'+-#&'!"
commonly provided through headphone. 
Strong assertions have to be made to create 
and manipulate surroundings in correlation 
with our senses, but is it not a perfect 21th cen-
tury vehicular endeavour to imagination?

As a matter of conclusion over a practice 
spreading thirty years, I would like to go back 
on some of the challenging aspects of a tech-
nologically oriented art practice. The path has 
been arduous, going from the institutionalised 
&)*'+0'" ')" '2+" (*,(5(,;#6" #;')*).);!" !';-
dio. Affordability and independence are now 
keywords and the following are now widely 
available, going from DAW (Ableton Live) to 
VJing and Projection Mapping (Resolume) to 

truly realtime programmable VR (HTC Vive). 
Most importantly, Open Source creates the 
necessary bridge to make all talk to each other 
#*,@" ')"#"1(,+%"+0'+*," <CB"#*,"8()-++,8#&3"
– through sensor technology – gives an ac-
cess to the world and a mean of interaction/
integration to the creative process. HTC Vive 
and Muse (Fig.3)10 are particularly worth no-
ticing through the way they easily talk to each 
other via OSC — Unity (VR authoring) and 
I;!+"I)*(')%" )--+%(*9" 1(%+6+!!" 7+0(8(6(':" 8:"
controlling every single feature of a VR world 
1('2"+5+*"-;%'2+%"+0$#*!()*"(-" '2+"K$);'"5(,-
eo11"!2#%(*9"-%#.+1)%3"(!" '2%)1"(*')" '2+".(0"
-)%" L%)&+!!(*9" 8#!+," +5)65(*9" '+0';%+" .#$-
ping. Last but not least, the total integration of 
sound, sensors and VR allow to twist the phys-
icality of our world broadening our sensorial 
perceptions.

1"2''$GJJ11148+(%;'#%'&+*'+%4)%9J+*J#%&2(5+J$#&(>&PQR
QSTJURVJ#66J&)*&+%'?PQU+QPQUWRPQU#Q?$#&(>&?QST?6'?
caramel-live
2 http://www.laweekly.com/content/printView/5879973
3"2''$GJJ1114.)*)&2%).+5(!()*4%;J.50042'.6"
4 http://opensoundcontrol.org/introduction-osc
5 2''$!GJJ1114:);';8+4&).J1#'&2X5YZ[\12<]!^\^_-
-+#';%+Y:);';48+
6"2''$!GJJ1114:);';8+4&).J1#'&2X5Y#`<9;a'bcZ)_-+#-
';%+Y:);';48+
7"2''$!GJJ1114:);';8+4&).J1#'&2X5Y?*SL8)^D&3<_-+#-
';%+Y:);';48+
8" 2''$!GJJ1114:);';8+4&).J1#'&2X5YRIV. cCcVV<_-
-+#';%+Y:);';48+
9 Mémétique Élucubrations has been premiered at the 
d+*'%)"I+0(&#*)"$#%#"6#"Ie!(&#":"6#!" %'+!"K)*)%#!"MI+0-
ico) in 2016 and further developed at MART (Ireland) in 
2017. It has been demonstrated at VSMM 17 (Ireland) and 
Sound Out the Space (Ireland). 
10 http://www.choosemuse.com/research/
11 http://spout.zeal.co  The doctoral research at SMART-
lab (http://smartlab-ie.com) / University College Dublin 
(http://www.ucd.ie/mecheng/) is funded by the Irish Re-
search Council and in multiple entrepreneurial partner-
ship with Skignz, Emotiv, Signly and Volume. 


